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.01) from the National Institute of Handicapped Research, Office of 8Pecial Education and Rehab! 11-
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Preface

Employment Trends: 1984 and Beyond represents the third bodk Frank Bowe has written \
while working for the University of Arkansas Rehabilitation Research and Training CenterOn
Demography and Disability, his first, he interpreted complex Census Bureau figures into
easy-toread charts that helped us to better understand the nation's population of disabled
adults. With Jay Rochlin, AT&T Human Resourdes Manager, he then wrote The Business-
Rehabilitation Partnership, which offered rehabilltdtion practitioners the benefit of -their
experiences in business by suggesting ways in which rehabilitation could create and ,

maintain a true "partnership" with business to benefit disabled Job seekers and employers, .

employment/Trends identifies five broad areas in which Dr. Bowe believes disabled people
are especially likely to find employment in the years ahead, it answers, as best as possible,
the.question; "Where are the Jobs?"

The ARR&TC continues its five-year program of research on employment of persons with
disabilities. We stand ready to serve the orofessiOn throughout the SouttiAst apd,thenation.
As director of the Center, I welcome your inquiries.

Vernon L. Glenn
plrector
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chapter One '

I, to The Breach
In writing a book cibQut "whore the jobs will be," it Is necessary to make many projections,

predictionsisnd prognostications. These represent my best judgments, yet even as I make
them, I know that many of them will be wrong. Some will be so embarrasingly erroneous
that I will be strongly tempted to ask the university to recall copies of the book to I can wipe /
the ,egg off my face, 4

It's probably hot good to begin a book with such diffidence. If there is such uncertainty
abbut what I'm writing, why write it at all? Good quesliOn, LLrn writing the book because I'm
convinced we can put throe million, disabled people to 41k before the decade is out
people who aro not working now, I think we can do it by taking somo spotific, fairly simple,
stops between 1984 and 1990.

Each year, I give', some forty or fifty speeches. At the conventions in which I speak,
I encounter some 15,000 to 20,000 people-ienually. The question they most often ask,
despite their diversity of interests, is: "Where a the lobs?" Parents of 'handicapped children
,ask that question. Special educators do, too,- t hear that question fromvocatIonal-technIcal
school administrators, rehabilitation counselors, career educators. I hear it from disabled
youth and adults. I hear it in 9,0 halls and lobbies of hotels coast-to coast from people who
sell edkational audio-visual equipment, people who serve as consultants to special
education 'agencies, people who run those agencies, and people who run the colleges
and universities that use the audio-visual equipment to train the people who run the
educational agencies.

The reason they're all so interested is not difficult .to understandthe answers will affect
what they do. Some of these People, particularly rhitSlic agency officials, school
admInistraters and parents; are looking fairly far down the road. Decisions theymake now
will affect the lives of handicapped youth three, five, even ten years from now.

Also, they're asking where the jobs. re because they're nervous. High unemployment has
become a periodic phenomenon: (most one-third of all working -age Americans have
been unemployed at one Point or a Cher during the .patt half-decade or have someone
close to them who was. With sophisticated technology coming so fast, and doing so many
jobs so well. people feel threatened.

They're asking where the jobs are bebause they understand that the labormarket supply
and demand information they get in the gen al media does not necessarily reflect the
situation that will be faced by people with ndl ps. For example, one may see a story in

Jthe Wall Street Journal about the pheno enal growth of Sales jobs in recent years. yet '
come away from that story with a noggin se Of unease: will people with physical,
sensory and other disabilities be able to get those kinds of jobs?.

When you think about it for a moment, "Where will the lobs be?" is a simple question that
turns out to be very diffiCult to answer. In one case, If's a 40-year-old former Chicago Tribune
pressman who is asking the question. He wonders "Whereeare jobs that' I can do, or qualify
to do, within the next few months?" The next person to inquire may be the mother of a 12-year-
old child with a learning disability; the mother's concern. has to do with secondary and
post-secondary educational concentrations most likely to leadlo stable and rewarding
Work for her daughter ten years down the road. The pressman and the mother are having to
consider gyrations in interest rates, inflation, white-collar productivity, the 'strength of the
dollar, the fiscal policy popular in Washington at any given point, what the Japanese are
selling lately, regional and seasonal variations in employment patterns around the country
and in different sectors of the economy, and a host of other factors. Also to be considered
are projections about the relative cost and sup* of reasonable accommodation aids
and, deves, attitudes toward disabled persons among employment interviewers, the
Oclequacyof public income maintenance support for people not in the laborforce, Federal
and state employment incentives' for employers such as the Targeted Jobs Tax Credit,
program, and a myriad of other matters.

To answer that simple-sounding four-word question ("Where are the jobs ? "), then, requires
wading through .a veritable maze of facts, figures, assumptions and even some wild guesses.

Let me make that concrete. For its October 1979 special supplement, "Careers in the
1980's," the staff of the Sunday New Yprk Times assembled the nation'satop experts in labor
economics and an array of related fields-. As The Times reported, Vermont, almost atone
among all the New England and Mid-Atlantic states, would enjoy explosive growth in the
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number Of new jobs betWOOnA 980 and 1986, In act, The' Times prealCted that growth In

Vermont jobs could come at a staggering 26% ckiip but surely would be no lower than a.
robust 10%

As it. happened, smtick in the middle of that five -year period, I was asked to speak in
Vermont, As I stood up befOre over 300 people at to Lake Morey Inn, just past the New
Hampshire border, on October 13;1982, to convey\ to thorn the considered opinidns of The
Times' august editors, I watched the crowd react with aim* of stunned incredulity, As all of

us knew, the Federal Department of Labor had announced that preceding Friday that
unemployment had hit a post-war high of 10,1% wi h 11,3 millIbn people out of work..Job
growth in Vermont over the past two and one-half y ars had actually boon negative; there
woro fewer jobs when I spoke than there had boon in January 1980,

How, my audience wanted to know, could t o exports have boon so Incredibly
misguided? Their faith in the rationality and knowledge of the opinion leaders of our country
was shaken to its core. \ '

The answer, of course, Is that unexpected things
,

ad happened to upset the careful
. calculations of the exports, There was the not-inconsi (noble matter of the worst rocosslon

4
since the Groat Depression, There was the prossurdUpon corporate America to cut costs In
order to compete .with the Japanese. I nterost.rates were sky-high, making firms reluctcmt to
Invest In new jobs. Mined in with all of this, unseen at tne time, was a major alteration in the
vory nature of the American economy: were were c angina very quickly' from a post-
industrial economy to what is now known as an "Infor atIon-age" society. In1979, when

\ The Times collected the views of its selected experts, t e term hadn't even been coined,
if all of this is true, what's the, point in making prod ctions at all? That seems to be a

reasonable question,;and in one sense it probably is. But the fact remains that there are
\basic forces and factors at work in our economy, as II-concealed as they sometimes
Seem to be. Vermont will enjoy robust job growth, in fact 'ready Is beginnIna to, for many of
the reasons identified by The Tirries'experts four years go, The events of the intervening
ye\grs have changed some of the fiends, strengthening so e and weakening others, so that
ex ct prediction is an unreachable goal. Yet there is uch of value In what The Times
stated. Even with the ever-present threat of unpredictable vents, we are better off trying to
understand our economy and trying to project where job will be than we are with reliance
upon sh'eer guesswork.

So, I'M going to leap into the breach to predict, not, only hat there will be jobs for people
. with handicaps who want them, but also what kinds of jobs hese will be. This book identifies

five (5) broad areas of jobs West disabled people will be fillin In the next five to ten years. For
each occupation; I'll describe. the characteristics which s ccessful worker probably will
have. This information is needed by educators, counselors, arents and di bled adults to
decide on difficult training, job-seeking and life-style issues. Bearing in m d that someof
these, projections will be wide of the mark, this book should elp disable people to help
themselves. ,

A

My earlier books for the university differed greatly from Empi yment Trends. Demography
and Disability offered data on the size and characteristics f the nation's population of-r
adults with disabilities. That book,drew upon 1981 and 1982 s rveys conducted by the U.S.
Bureau of the Census. Although some of the inforniation wa interpreted and explained,
most of the data were fairly objective and reliable; it's not a bó k about which I have many
doubts. Demography, in a very real sense, is destiny, Major s Irts in demography beyond
thOse already foreseen are unlikely. They do happen and a g od example is the "baby-
boom generation" phenomenon. Virtually no demographer ex cted,it,i and such, major
surprises are quite rare. So, I have confidence in Demography and-Disability.

The Business-Rehabilitation Partnership', too, contained few tatements I think will need
to be retracted in the next, several yeari. I'm confident about It especially because AT&T
Human Resources Manager, J.F. Rochlin was my co-author. J ythas had aimogt three
decades; of experience in business. , .

Emptoymet Trends, thOU ti, . my biases, experience, a d philosophy. Someone
else might have written Dem 'or Partnership and, with fairl minor differences of style
and content, come upwith rath t-similar results. The same is no true of Employment. So,
before 'we go 'further, I need to make clear where I'm "coming fr m," and then you will be
able to make the adjustments necessary to judge the informati n in this book.
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First, I am nob lUcidite: Advances in technology don't make me tear for people's jobs:
I think what we've seen in the Rost we will continue to see; as machines enable one person to
do what two once aid, they will also generate demand for now work by The nowdisPlaced
worker. Not everyone shares this view. if you do not, treat the prOgndstications in this gook
with some care.

Second, plafCriod economies make ma very nervous. lam not an,aavocate of centralized,
`statecontroliold employment programs. Over the years, I've .11stenirci, not to labor
Department bureaucrats, but to private businessmen in order to learn about whore Jobs will
be. This book reflects what I've learned: if you've talked to people of different opinions. you
may disagree with much that's in this book,

Third, I believe that we, as a nation, wi have to find wpys to hoip handicapped people and
older Americans to got and keep jobs. I do not see how we can maintain our traditional
values twhile keeping in dependency millions of people who could, and should, work.
Sooner or 161or, I boileVe, others wilt come around to this woyof thinking.flusinoss will want to
hire disabled people and government will want to encourage that, So I am optimistic that
jobs will bepallable for disabled persons. If you are a fan of the soci ire 1 economies of
Sweden. England and France, you will want to revise downwar employment
projections in this bookdisabled people in those countries very rare w rk

Finally, I am very optimistic about the future potential of technology in h ng people with
disabilities to work. Personal computers. today are capable of arti g, In an artificial
voice, data appearing on Screens; for dyslexic. and blind persons in particular, that
capability opens up completely new job horizons, Tomorrow's compute s will r; I, for ono,
will get such a machine and work better because of it. If you are more sa ulne about
computers, adjust your interpretation of what you road here accordingly.

3 1 0



Chapter Two

What Is Not Going to Happen
Over the years, I've found that I have to explain what I deter expect to happen before

communicating with people about the kinds of jobs I believe handicapped or disabled
people will be doing in the next deCade or so.

By the time you finish the next several pages, you'll either feel that you are gaining a new
perspective on employment trends or suspect that you're really reading a disguised Garry
Trudeau cartoon strip.

Oa:

Mosshie Computer Jobs
Traveling around the country, I hear rehabilitation practitioners, special educators and

vocollOrial-tec hnlc al school administiators touting computerprograrnmirig and corn-
puler-repair trainingtfor handicapped youth and adults. They point to the news stories
projecting great licraps In the percentages of people employed in computer jobs as
lyilification for steering disabled Students and clients Into these occupations,

"Look" they soy. "the Bureau of Labor Statistics in the U.S. Department of Labor predicts
that employment In the computer companies will grow twice as fast as 111e notional average
over the next ten years. Computer operators, computer repair technicians, computer
systems analysts and computer programmersthose are the jobs to shoot for." I even hoary -

some counselors saying that their agencies won't support clients In academic majors in
college but will subsidize computer technology courses of study.

First, looking carefully at this widely heralded growth field, consider how computers are
made. In Bocci Raton, Florida, a small team of engineers designed the hugely popular IBM
PC, They used IBM computers to do the machine's configurations. A computer transmitted
the product specifications to computer-driven manufacturing units, which were attended by
a fairly small staff of workers acting more as monitors than as assembly-line workers. As the
new,personal computers came off line, they were tested by running a computer program to
"debug" them'and ensure that they worked properly, Tho same software and hardware was
used to discover why some units fatted --and to repair them.

IBM expects to make some two milli& PC's In 1984, more than thetotal number produced
by all computer manufacturers in the country in 1983, They can only do that by relying upon
a highly automated factory set-up. The Boca Raton' factory produces a complete PC in just
45 seconds. Few pepple are employed In that process, compared to the traditional
assembly-line operation in Detroit.

Second, the people 'Who work in the factories are not highly unionized as are their peers in
auto-assembly shops, look, for a helpful contrast, at what happened as railroad engines
were improved: union rules required that two people remairi in the engine cob, even though
only one was now needed. Nothing of the sort is happening In computer factories. IBM will
never have to attempt to invalidate union contracts. If can automate Its factories as much
and as fast as if wishes, keeping factory emOroyment down.

Third, look at what is happening to computers themselves. Ten years ago, when I was In- 4 (
graduate school, only highly trained computer programmers knew how to make a
computer do what they Wanted done; I can keenly remember feeling frustrated as I stood
with my stack 61 IBM'cards while a specialist mode the machine work for me. Today, my
seven-year-old daughter can operate a computerby herself. Computers ore becoming
m re "user friendly." and this powerful trend reduces the need for sophisticated computer

grammers in every office department of every company or organization.
Fourth, look at what's happening to the computer Industry, Early in 1983.we had some 150

manufacturers of home and personal computers. By the end of 1984, observers predict, we'll
have of most a dozen or so. The smaller4 ones'just can't afford the huge capitalization costs
they would need to remain competitive with fBM and Apple: they're being forced out of the
market even as the market grows by leaps and bounds. In just 18 short months, Adam
Osborne took his fledgling company, Osborne Computers, from obscurity to dominance in
the portable-computer market. On September 13, 1983, the company filed for bankruptcy,
laying off 900 workers. Atari, the video games manufacturer, laid off 3,000 employees when
its games fell in popular favor. Mattel, on Atari competitors,cut onq-third of its electronics
support staff. Victor Technologies laid off 950.people.Veci6iOraPhics slashed its payroll by
one-quarter.

What the computer industry really looks like, from-Inerbrospective worker's point of view, is

5
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0"hold Omp loyino a few well paid people. lo design and oversee operatians, a \ew poorly
()old non:unionized factory workers who wotch the assembly line more titan mOvell, and a
small number. of shipping and clerical workers, also poorly paid, who insure that the
products got to the right locations .

Even people who understand* all this stilt insist that; '150MOone's going to have to repair
on !how devices!" they point to projections in the ihcroased percenloges of people
omployod as compuleropair technicians_ But consiclor)v.hsCs already Starting lo haPpeen'

.

wilh hardware and software, If something doesn't work,.yqu candil an Manua- ber; someone
Moro tolls yotr what to do if that doesn't help, you slip a circuit board or a floppy disk OUI 01
tho (TIM hino: put it fill° a mailing cartridge and rend it bock for roplacement. nocbuie the
cost of repoirino the boor(' or disk frequently oxcoods Rio original cost of making it,
what oft.1 happens is that the piece is analyzed by the compdny to discover what wont
wrong, allow commands are entered into the controlling design that oversooit hoW those
pieces ore made and the offending piece is discarded Consider, for oxomplo, hood
calculators When I was pursuing roy doctoral studies,, a programmable calculator cost
some 050. If it didn't perform a regression equation properly, I wnt it off to be fixed.- Toddy-
1 con got a hand-held calculator that Boos everything my original one did, but costa under
S1(I If it brooks (09,, coffee Is spilled on ils koyboI, ard), I throw II away, to fix II would cos* far
more than buying a now one, .

Some of the executives at Apple Computer have a good analogy of what's happonirig to
personal computers those days They point to what happens when people rent cars at
airports almost nobody roads the owner's manual before driving off That's true; I've rented
Nissan Sontras, Ford Galaxies, Chevrolet Chevelles dnd many other makes I'd nii 4#.t- driven
before and look off on icy trips without -oven glancing at an owner's manual TnISZ*pple's
loaders say, Is what Is going to hopikin to personal computers. What happens 4 thete an
accident? I've soon cars bang into trees, smashing two doors on one side, but ito9irto the
rest of the car undamaged. Result tho car is junked because it costs too much to fix it

Adorn Osborne mado On Interesting point before his company filed for protection under
bankruptcy laws. "What we're going-to sec." he said "is not so much computers In every
room in the home and in the office as compufIng.there." The refrigerator, for example. may
come with micro-processors inside it But y will scarcely even be aware of that factlet
alone use computer programming Skills tt' :calk" to your refrigerator

I think that what has misled', many people special education and rehabilitation, as well
as their colleagues in many'olher fields, is !hal percentages have denpminators as well as
numerators It's an easy oversight to make when one reads sparkling predictions that the
number of computer programmer jobs will double by 1990 and that computer-technician
positions willIncreascL93% by the and of the century, Stop for a moment, though: how many
omputer repair teehniciaos do you know? . .

Sure, computer programming and manufactyrIng jobs will Increase -abut from a very
mall base. Job openings in the entire computer design, manufacturing and repair field will
obablX average just 50,000 annually for'the foreseeable future. Already, more than that

and in law. After the highlylisre
n ber of people is enrolled In computer-related corli each semester. We're seeing in
computer programming what we recently saw in
publicized Watergate scandal, hordes of people went ji5Urnalism a nd law schools. Today,
a lot of those people are driving cabs. . ,.;.

What will be Important for handicapped youth oncl. adults to learn is how' to be
comfortable around computersand how to interpretthe data they produce. In the future,
millLons of handicapped workers will use computersbut to-do things they're trained to do,
such as financial management, sales, writing, product design cind the like. They will use
computers as tools to do other jobs:

Liberal Arts as a Dinosaur
,Rehabilitation and special educatioueleople tell me they cictivety discourage clients and

students from pursuing liberal-arts co s of study. Tqeir reasoning: it's hard for History and
English majors to gel jobs. In fact, some rehabilitatIofi practitioriers go so far as to say that
their agency will not pay for college education in such fields. I think that's a major mistake.

Look at what happened when Osborne Computers laid off 900 people. The low-skilled oper-
ators and technicians were gone in just a tew minutes. Most found it hard to get another

6
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cowputei-industry job. TheV',knew hoW to do One job .and only one job. By contrast, the
managers, financial peoble;t and ottler0(Vo7worked4with people rather than machines
often got job offers within days of OsbOrr,e'e filing, bankruptcy.

The major characteristics of our times',.probablyi,is change. People need a broad back:
groUnd, including eXposure to history, sOCiojogy,oand psychology in order to dope well with
constant change. TOChnicaVtraining rarely gives them such flexibility.: Another major
characteristic of Work, paradoxically in4iieV3f-the rapid citceleratiOn of machines in every
phase of our lives, is people orientation G©ol workers know how:to relatewell to co-workers

-
and to cgstomers., They know hoW to rho e.People to perform and to buy. These are
exactly the skills that the liberal, arts teac .

Careers today are made, not in one field, but in several. My father worked for the same
Company, in the same' job, for several decades., I've held five jobs in fifteen years, an our of
ttlbse jobs didn't even exist before I took. them:Narrow training in a highly spe, lized
-techniCal field is more likely to lead to frUstration than is preparatton that is applic le to
many different fields of pork. ,.

,

Finally, the real growth in jobs irkthe future, itaactijn the present as well is not so much in
operating a piece of machinety aft taking advantage of what it does. Financial managers
make ten to fifteen times as much as do dataentryteChnicians, and for good reasons: the
ability to interpret rdw'data, to make sense of numbers, to relate findings to factors beyond
the data set, are the Capabilities highly prized in,our.society. One needs a feeling for history,
a sensitivity to economics, an understanding of hOW people behave, inorder to analyze and
interpret information. Again, these are skills that fhe liberal:arts foster.

Often, I talk to business people who tell me they prefer to hire broadly eduCated, as
opposed to narrowly trained, people. Each company has its own way of doing thingS; its
own procedures, its own philosophy. The Corporations I've worked most closely with prefer to
train people "Our way", rather than hire fully trained people .off the street. ,

Let's not become so mesmerized by the allure of high technology thatWelose sight of the ..
fact that machines are to serve uS, A computer, some day, will be much like a typewriter:.
and where is the'"glamour" in typewriter manufacturing, sales and repair?

Let's not restrict the future of disabled students and clients by misleading and rnistraining
them:.Particularly for the more promising individuals, those with real potential for high-,
powered careers; let's Offer them the broad-based "education" they will need and not just
the narrow "training" they might use on their first entry-level joband never again.

These days there's a lot of "doom'and gloom" talk about the future of work imour country.
If you listen carefully, you'll find that the real horror stories are about the fates of low-,skilled,
semi-skilled and unskilled workers, especially those who had high-paying unionized jobs in
heavy manufacturing. Their future is not bright, which leads us to the next topic
reindustria lization.

"Reindustrialization" of Arnerica
Labor economists Bennett Harrison'? of Massachusetts Institute of TechoOlogy, Barry

Bluestone of Boston College/and many others have been quite Vocal in recent years in
calling for a "reindustrialization7 in our:country. Mr. Harrison, who is a respected Marxist
economist is muCh more concerned about the 'labor side of the eqUation than the
capital side. -

Harrison and Bluestone studied the New England economy of the 1970's, concentrating.
upon the traditional ,rnanufacturing operations and Jhe newer higli-lee'h companies
springing up along Route 128 Outside Boston. What they found frightened them. Of some
675,000 textile workers who lost jobs when mills closed all over New England, only'3% found
jobs in Boston's high-tech companies (such asWang and Prime Computer). Five times more ,

of these people got jobs in places like McDonalds, than those who rnoved to betterlpaying
slots with high-tech companies. Most moved down and the jobsthey got-were lower-paying,
less secure, and less unionized than the ones they left:

The economists Were Very angry at the caPitalists responsib for all this. The textilefactory,
Owners shiffed the vast bulk of the jobs overseas in Order to cut Manufacturing costs. This;
Hcirrison and Bluestone argued, deprived Americans of good jobs, handing them to
foreigners. And, the fast-growing high-tech company owners, Who cOntrolled the emerging
job,s, kept unions out of their factories, thus depriving workers of a livable wage



Harrison and Bluestone decried "the missing middle": we're moving into an economy
characterized by well-paid planners and managers on the one hand and poorly paid
blue-collarworkers on the other. The middle-class, low-educated but high-paid factory worker
of the past is, it seems,' gone, forever. That's probably rightthe Detroit assembly line
operator, who earned more than many college professors, likely will never again see such
financial security and job safety.

The AFL-C1010 hailed Harrison and Blueitone's study. Complaining thatrobots and other
computerized deVices would displace hundreds of thousands of factory workers-every year
for a decade to come, the labor association called for protectionist trade legislation,
Federal laws requiring that American workers be ethployed to make Ameriaan products
using made-in-AmeriCa components, and '.similar measures. There was a lot of talk about
creating a "new industrial. policy," one that would have the Federal government handing/
out subsidies to keep jeopardized "smokestack" industries afloat, erecting high barriers and
stiff tariffs to prevent foreigh competitors from taking the market from the dome tic

rymanufacturers, and guaranteeing the termination-threatened American facto worker tree
job-retraining if and when that became necessary..

The organ ization:s EVolution of Work Committee suggested that the AFL-C10 positi itself
squarely in opposition to rapid computRrization in the workplace. Recoiling in horr9 before
figures showing That each robokind other computer device used in a factory would deprive
three workers of their jobs, and calling upon Harrison and Bluestone to demopiStrate that
'those people obably couldn't find equally well-paying jobs elsewhere, theicomrnittee

crushed to the cause of the low-educated factory workerwhose future was threeiened. That is
understandable because such workers are the very peoplew-ho belong to AF -CIO affiliated,
unions. Just as predictably, business owners jumped all over the Harrison! and Bluestone
study.

James Cook," executive editor of Forbes magazine, for examples pointed out that
protectionist legislation just wouldn't work. Factory assembly operatiafis very soon will be
almost completely automated in many industries, he wrote in aguestidolumn syndicated to
the nation's neWspapers. Computers will not only design products, Aanufacture their parts
and assemble these components, but will repair the devices as well. Indeed, in some of the
more advanced factories, that is happening already; we've se4n what IBM did in Boca
Raton. When such automation spreads to other fields within thelnext several years, most of
the remaining high-pay low-skill jobs will be eliminated. The pebple disblaced will be Taiwan
and Singapore workers; already, fully half of all employe,' of the entirEesemiconductor
industry, for example, work in the Far East: The factories then mill be moved back to-this
country, but there will be very few jobs' in thoseltactoriesto,be done by human workers. Why,

then, Cook says, argue about jobS that aren't gOing tore there anyway?
Cook acknowledges that, according to the Co gressional Budget Office, micro-

electronic technology might result in the lass of threeillion American jobs by 1990, or 15%
(one in every six) of the manufacturing labor force, 9 d seven,million (one-third) bythe year
'2000. But he points out that if business owners were to do what the Evolution ,of Work
Committee asks_and keep tligh-paid low skill workers on the job, competitors who use
computers to make more prodUcts faster, cheaper and more effectively.would drive the
labor-intensive Companies out of business, th is ending the jobs anyway.

As for putting up trade barriers, as, the AF ,C10 wants done, Cook observes that other,
countries would resparld in .kind. Unable o sell our products abroad, we would lose
jobs here.

It's a classic case of "the eye of The be older." Cook and Harrison both looked at Route
128 and Silicon Valley. Harrison, whose orientation was toward protecting proletarian labor,
was disgusted; Cook, who starts from 'fie capitalist's point of view, was delighted.

What does all this have to do with employment of handicapped adults? Consider for a
moment in what kinds of jobs people/With disabilities often are placed. In my experience, it's
been in "things" work as' much as in "people" or "ideas" jobs. And, of course, workers. in
direct-labor, high-risk jobs are pr6Cisely those workers who tend to become, disabled
through industrial accidents. Mar* rehabilitation and special-education agency people
side with Harrison and Bluestone; in rooting fora return 'to an industrial economy. I think
they're wrong and are doing a disService to students and clients by promising employment
that doesn't call for advanced education or highly skilled capabilities.



We're Just ni:Jcgoing to have a reindustrialization in this country. Cook is rightit would be
economic suicide. Peter Drucker points out, correctly I believe, that the kinds, of jobs that
highly-unionized workers have done in the past won't be done in this country in the future.
They'll be done in developing nationswhere cost§ of manufacturing and of labor are lower,
or they'll be automated.

The answer isn't to keel:, training aisabled.people to do low-skilled manufacturing jobs.
Rather, it's to train them, or as the case maybe, re-train them for service_ s employment and for
jobs requiring higher levels of education.

"The Happy. Beneficiary"
Rehabilitation Personnel coast-to-coast .bemoan the fact that they can't seem to

motivate adults with disabilities to seek job-training and to pursue employment. When I
point out that the '1980 Social Security Amendments removed most of the so-called 'Work
disincentives" from Social Security Disability Insurance and Supplemental Security Income
program rules, they just shrug: "I can't even get them to listen, Frank. They're making better
aeals for themselves off the taxpayers than they think they can make on payrolls."

What's happened so farl2 is understandable. gUntil 1980, many literally could not afford to
look for work. As soon as they could afford to try, there were no jobs to be hadthe nation
was in a recession so deep some people called it a depression. Then, as.the recession
started liffing, the Federal Government went into a crackdown on disability beneficiaries so
severe that several Senators usedterms like "subhuman" and "callous" to describe it The
Social Security Administration's goal was clear;to wipe off the rolls the people who didn't
belong there. In three short years, more than one-hcilf million people were dumped from
the roils.

The naive observer in far-away Washington, DC, might be excused for thinking that so
drastic a measure surely would convince people on disability insurance rolls to depart
hose rolls for jobs. But that's not what happened. When you talk with people who are getting
benefits, you learn-that they're almost desperate not to showqny capacity for work, lest the
slightest "gainful activity" be turned against them. Besides many had been on the rolls so
long that they had grown accustomed to the benefits and theyfelt "entitled" to them. When
the crackdown came, the response offen was to engage lawyers to fight Washington rather
than counselors to find Job's. There's a shopworn schoolyard expression that covers this
"better the devil you don't know than the devil you do."

There is little doubt that the Social Security Administration went too far. I remember being
there, lobbying, for the removal of work disincentives, every step of the way as the bill was
fashioned, and the provision calling for a review attracted only passing attention. In fact, I'd
clearly forgotten about it by March 1981, when the crackdown began. I know that-many of
the people who were removed from the rolls indisputably belongon them bectruse they
really can't work full -time in any jobs for which they would qualify. Yet the review continued,
unabated, for three solid years. There were only a few scattered complaints from the people
in a position to halt the review the Senators and Congressmen on the key authorizing
committees, despite a cascade of mail, phone calls and even personal visits from outraged
beneficiaries and their advocates.

Just as I was beginning to think that the Congress would allow the Administration to
continue on its barbarous path, along came some "white knights" to the rescue of the SSDI
beneficiaries. These saviors said all the right things: that Congress never had intended so
brutal a crackdown (true); that the Social Security Administration was ignoring court orders
to cease and desist (true); that many people on the rolls really can't work (true); and that the
Administration had the burden to show that a beneficiary had improved in health status and
ability to work since joining the rolls in order to justify removal (probably true).

But who were these wonderful "white knights"? None other than our old, well-known, so-
called friends, the National Governors' Association (NGA). The self-same people who
complained when then-HEW Secretary, Joseph Califano, issued the-tough new section 504
regulations. The very folks who paraded up Capitol Hill to defeat reauthorization of P.L. 94=
142, the Education for All Handicapped Children Act. This same group of people, the NGA,
had also beseiged then-President Carter to veto what became P.L. 95-602, the Rehabilitation
Act Amendments of 1980. (Many governors disagreed with the NGA on these stands.)



What had caused the NGA's sudden ti.n of heat? It's -true that olitics Make% strange
bedfellows, and .I was glad to learn thaftheif hacl4inally seen the light, but I was curious
nonethelets. I think all of us should have been because it turns out that the Vast bulk;cif the
unfortunate souls who were being cut off from diSabilifyipenefits by the'federal government
were landing onitatetsUpported welfare rolls.the governor's association was upsetwith the
crackdown because the states were having to foot bill for it,

The lesson in all this seems clear the cost of supporting tens of millions of isableabeople
on dePeridenCy rolls is becoming so high that no Oieviantilo'paY for it not the Fed,nOl:';
the states; This soon is.,golfig to be ci,case that tUthsihe'expression, ',better:the devil you
Oon't know Man the devil you dot its.head,bedaueeStaying on public is going.
to become awfully uncomfortable. "Reviews" will came much more often; they'll be more
and more. rigid; and benefits will start to fall behind cOst-of-living increases, meaning that
people on the rolls will get yOrse and worse off as tirhevoes by:

Meanwhile, as stiggested earlier, I think, eventually, that government wilrWake up to the
fact.that it costs relatively,little to train and equip people with accommodation aids and
devices so they can work. , '6

Ip August 1983,13 President Reagan signed into lawb bill authorizing payments of upls
$10,000 to companies that hired previously unemployed vetercips. (including disableoir
veterans) in order to defray training and other employment - related dbsts. This is.morethan
three times theamount provided by the targeted jobs tax credit, for which the same people
were eligible, yet it remains a good deal for the Federal Government. .

The fact is that each additional one percent of unelinplownentcosts the Treasury between
$25- and $30-billion in lost tax revenues and ih larger payments to the unemployed. When
the jobless individuals are alsoalsabled, the cost to government is even higher, because of
eligibility for long-tprm Federal (not just state) support through SSDI and SSI.

William C. Norris,I4 chairman of Control Data Corporation, is asking for a 50% Rayroll
contribution from government for every disadvantaged person hired by business. Norris, .

,probably one of the most social-conscious chief executives in the nation, points out that a
s tax credit of $15,000 per year per person trained and put on the job rollsa credit thatwould

last for the first ten full years that person kept workingwould still save govemrneht money.
As much as I respect Norris, I believe this overstates the case; but only slightly, because Norris
is on the right track. J. .)

What all of this, meaksif that, i the not-too-distant fUture,<businesIs and govefnment will
combine to provide a real opportunity to work for many people with disabilities. I believe
these people will grab at the chance!

A choice between an increasingly threatened tenure orPa shrinking public-aid roll and an
attractive opportunity to get and keep a good job, is no dilemma atall. Those of us who
work know that we get social contact, peer respect, monetary cdmpensation, a challenge,
a source of pride, and a feeling of real achievement from our work. None of thatcomes from
being idle.



kapter Three t.
.ocket Mairketing-:
For the balancels of this decade, the supply of pf ple Willing to WorkWill exceed the nuhi,

ber of jobs7-that's the bad news. The doodnew that "pockets" of opportunity existeven in
a labor-surplus Market, and that den-rograp is on-fheside of peOple Who want jobs;

The vvorking7age' populcitiOni.6 (peoPle aged 16-64) is growing at a rate of about 100,000
persOns.per Month. As the brightens, manypeopiewhO.ten-fpararify.dropPedouf
of the labor farce during the recent recession will be drawn back in TO illustiate,191976;jUSt.
after the 1974-75 recession the eConOmy generated a large 2.9 million jObs,:but 2:4million
people'entered tie labor Market. . ,*

This means that throughOUt the-deco ofithe 1980s,.rehabilitatiOn wilrhaVe to seek.Out
pockets. olopportunity within4helabor arket, fields in which there are,labor Shortages, in
order to give persons with disabilities im ortant"first job" opportunities. There are now and
will continue to be such Po ets.

Our edonorty is by now a customeqlo the influx of ydung people into the labbrthOrket.
the baby-boom generation has been with .us so long that we find it hard tO imagine life

declinin :The last of the baby boomers, those born in 19/A, will turn_for heir first time will start

wit 'But a constantly larger group of young people pressing for jobs. Yet that is eXactiv.what
is i store for us. For the first tin-re)n 1,5 years, the number of peopleentering the laborimarket

24 in 1988; almost all of thern wi be in the labor force by that year. Thereafter, the nUmber
of new entrants, drop-.rand keep dropPing for the foreseeable future:

In 1980,17 for example, 14.7%, of working-age persons ikele between 20 .and 24 yeari of
tige; by 1985, that proportion will drop to 13.8%. By 1990, there will be a real dropto11.6%,
according to thellureau of0bor Statistics. . .

Meanwhile, the labor force(absorbed injh61960's and 1970's, huge nuMbers of Wipmen,
members of minority groups, and other? who had not participated as Fictively in- the
workplace in previous years.' .0.

According td Lawrence-Olson le of Sage Associates, Inc., in Washington, the labor force
,grew at a strong pace of 2.6% per year in the 1970's but will increase at only half thatior 1.3%,
late in the 1980s. By the time 1990 rolls around., it will be growing More,slowly than will the
supply jobs. Eventually, says mciiiagement philosopher Peter Rrucker, employers will be
beggihglor workers. ! 6,

AlVdf this means thdt in aggregrate terms, rOabilitationAacements should become
easier to make as we approach the end of the deritqly.ft .*Orse, there will be peaks and
valleys of employment growth that will make some yetirs more "placement-easy" than
others. Byt,the overall trend is toward morejob opportunities. That's one reason for optimism.

A second is that the labor market-is, of i;54.irse; not One big monolith but aCollection of
much. smaller markets. Some of these already have .pockets of labor shortages. Some will-

_becoine increasingly 'labor-short as the decade Rroceeds, even as otherS become
Vabor-heavy. Finding the areas in which competition is weak, or "pocket marketing" to coin

a term, is one challenge facing rehabilitation in the 1980's and 1990's.
A third reason for optimism is that despite .keen competition, some attractive laqs are,

going to open increasingly wide for persons with physical and sensory disabilities. Tat is,
some of the most desirable jobs in America are going:to be easier for severely disabled
people to get than they are now, thanksOgely to the remarkable progfbss pf advanced
technology in providing "reasonable accommodation" aids and devices that are most
likely to be purchased. by employers hiring exactly these coveted viorkers. Finding si4Ch
employers, and bringing to them qualified disabled job seekers, is another aspect of
"pocket marketing." /

The Changing Labor Market
The fact that the job market19 is altering very greNclly comes as no surprise to most people

in rehabilitation and special education. They know that of the 25 million new jobs created
between the years 1970 and 1982,. only 2.3 million were in manufacturing. In fact,
manufacturing lost three million jobs during the slow-growth years, 1978 to 1962. Virtually all
of the new jobs have been in what is called "the service sector," which is an often
misunderstood term. .
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If the econorm) generates an average of two million new jobs annually, as it did 1970-,
A 982, and if the labor supply grows at a 1.3% rate as Lawrence 'Olson expects, the gap

( between the number of jobs and the number of job seekers will narrow In the coming years,
brightening job prospects for traditionally hard-to-place job seekers.
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X The;fservice sector in'cludes, not. only the ,yvell-known fast-food minimum wage 'jobs so
?'1,4%,thIghly visible across this country, but also highpaying jobs in financial management, law,

. 'electronic data processing, 'affirmative action, environmental control, and astronautics.
Toddy, half,of all American jobs are infdrmation jobs, and by the year 2000: that figure will

rise i.to seven out of ten. One basic.reason for such explosive growth: more and more
--e. . Ameriparivnilles are two - income families where both husband and wife work. Because

they- do; d because they are careler-drientea, they demand personal services such as
financiall p_ lanning; leisure-time product and srvices, help in filing theirtax returns, and
Ilice-7thingrthey used to de) for thei-nspives: . : , ... ., . :. . ; .:,,

II this is fPrily Obvioui to most workers in rerhabilifationand special edUcation.Butwhat
May.not be SQself-evident is that the same fortes are working to C*entialize the workplace.

,When. both husband and wife w ric,ir ocatitm to take attractiVe new jobs beco es less
likely: Enter another fa for the, gto apability of information technology.,TOda there's
little reason. fori)undreds,or thousanp co orate workers to occupy contig f.:,..: ffices
in a central location:, ipstead, thanks 0 distributed data processing, elec . i;,-' all

...
teleconferencing and the like, it Is dttible for' orkers to use satellite offices 4 er to their !

homesl-or even Work from the b'ine if., wish. Etnployers like decz,t), lized offices
. because-they find that produCtiVi rites 'Workers do not hale to fight rush-hour traffic,,..

. ...,
Commute !Ong distances, and ex Crust t cnselves in non -work tasks.:

. :4, : As Peters and Waterman point out in, their. book In Search of Excellence, the; po r..
03.-"economies of scale; jcleaS.mciyt be ve. rOng. People-work better, and are ha pley,, ;,.: : ,,t

when they are 'recognized: In a',,t offs built ling or factory, they are mOlch r-norae,.r,li.
anonymous and may`' Iso..-be test P ctive and less content. ; '., --ik

sensory disabled indivi alsi.-- Becduse, with 'advanced technologies, the inabilitylci,'
These factors are,,op ning tupio' em ,loyment opportunities for severely. disabled 9severely.

,

commy.4 inruy hoUrs fld no longer prevent someone with a health or physical Conditja
from`wdrking4 e same technologies permit people who are dealt° work Using cpmpu i,

tedininals, co unicating with co-workers and supervisors through electronic mail rather
than in per . Blind pe.0.1e,' of course, benefit from the capacityof modern computeirsto 7

. 41

_..
"talk" On synthesized speech. P '''' :i'' 1

An it age plapes. a ,premium upon physical .and , sensory wholeness. :'Antei'.;1',/.
information age econOmy-places a higher aemium Uportthe ability to Jrahslate, transform. 3;;;a,

d erg, and use information; machines can do the necessary lifting, listening and seeing. , "
)Peter DruCker and others' point out that education levels among persons entering the'z'

labor force forthe first time are rising, and will continye to rise, padicularly as womenlputpffwd:
marriage and childbearing to equipihernselveVafSpteers. The highly Publicized faikyow,
"srnokestackulndustrie,s to cope with , Japante4Cornpetifors send warning sinals:tO
parents: if. Jahn and Jane lecke school early, they won't be able to make ci living for
themselves. Writing in a guest column in the Wall Slreet Journal, Drucker points out that
high-school graduates sometimes could command salaries at Detroit assembly plants and
similar industries that exCeeded the salariet their brothers and sisters corild expect afterfive
years of experience and an MBA from a prestigious business school. Given that fact,
parental pressure to complete college sometimes was less than it otherwise Would have
been. Today, states-Diucker, the chances that.high-school graduates can do better than
highly educated peers are diminishing fast, and soon will be gdne, altogether. Hence,
rising parental pressure for post-secondary education.

Cook, in his' article, takes this one step further.; if large numbers of labor-market entrants
sport high education levels, many blue-collar manufacturing and service jobs could
go begging.

In Sale, :21 The Fast Track for Women, Gonnie McClung Siegel comments that increased
intra-i t. ,..try competition in both slow-growing and fast-paced fields means that
ever-I rger proportions of available capital will be given overto marketing. Apple Computer,
for example, hired away from Pepticio a senior marketing executive, rather than a computer
engineer, to head its executive to m. Commodore and other computer firms are taking '-
similar steps: Yet, as The New York Times has noted in several recent areers" sUpplements
to its Sunday edition, the number of people trained both in sales and in computers is far below,,
that needed by the nation's information companies today, let alone for the balance of
the decade.
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ABusInesifiNeekmspeclol report-74n the divestiture of the Bell Syste notes that with the
7 telecarreunicatiOns field breaking wide open, competition will be int sdfor the palance

_,.;,-i of the &code'. Here, again, mdiketing and sales opportunitiesshould many, particularly ,,,,
,

eh .'' for people, trained in both areas. .,,., : *.k 2

The nation is growing older with' each passing year ver-65'c9hort will
double.in siz NO30; already, people in this segment of the pOpula n rePresent the

C , '..t!reountnes flostes %:- growing group of l .oOle. #notrier raPid-pace fyild of work is home Health-
care. Even before.the24 October 1, 1.. 83, starting date for ecally supported i!prospoctive

., reirnbursernanriPollaies. hot& health;caregre*Very faSt From lust $78-inIllionlii1969,the
field mAtIroOnted to more'thdn $1,iitififiOn In salesig 19 3: ; ) , f :'

"Prosp-fttivejelmbursement" itself represents the Cuffing _edge of a large labor-short
pocket market Starting last OcfOber;:leebicde paid hoipita Is a flat rate, set in advance, for
each of 467 catet.gdries ofillneo. Oatigory 115, for example; covers reimbursement fees
,feir cartriciC paedmakels, while category 117 sets the levels for their replacements: By

m transferriWg a pdtienA from the hospital to the hbme shortly after an operation, hospital
administrdtors can spend less using home' health care agencies 'to delive; follow-up

. services than it would cost' to keep/the patients in hospitals. Result: costs fall below the
pre-set reirnbursernept level, and the hospitai'makes money.

This suggests that, at opportunities in home health care mayoutdistansie, by far, growth in the
overall lapor market for the njakt several decades. Companies Ch as ARA Services,
Johnson and Johnson Quality Care, Superior Care, Health Extension Services, Healthdyne,
and American Hosptial Supply may employ large numbers of service workers to deliver
at-home medical and related care to older individuals and people, recovering from severe
accidents

, 4

accidents and illnesses, including many who/are newly disabled. , -
, Riese firms are among the leaders in investing In sdphisticated ,productivity - raising
equipment. ARA ServiceS, for exdmple, has spent millions in recent years to make its service
.operation More cost-effecive. Such measures can only increase the pace of Horne health

rycare deli as an alternative to prolonged hospitalization. v

Their' f llow serVice24 industries are becoming nervous about the coming' ecline in the
number of young people in the late 1980's and 1990!s, which is being caused by the aging,
of the babV-bOom generation. The reason is that fast-food, Idundry and similar general=
service operations rely heavily upo teen-aged workers, who receive only entry-level,
minimum-Wage pay. This is anothe eason for the great increase, since:1986,in spending
on capital equipment among se ice firms. As a result of all that investme t,-,lhe firMS are
disproving the eiperts, who until ell/ recently were discoirnting the possibll of prOductivity
growth in,the service sector. Stephen S. Roach of:Morgan Stanley & Co. estimates that
service producers haVe invested as rn4ch as $50-billion annually the past two or three
years shOrply up froM.less that $20-billion in 1975. DUring the same period, employment,

. in the service sector, he says, grew by one-quarterto just under 60 million of the tnation's
100 million workers. . . %

Adcording to Charles JOnscher25 of MasS teaChusetts Institu of Technology, each $1,000e , .°

invested in technology per service worker yields twice as much productivity as does the
same per:employee investment In manufacturing firms. The reasion, Jonscher says, is that
Service workers; being on the whole low-edUcated,!benefit tremendously from interacting

. with the technology; the Machines-are educational for them. Instead of doing the same
simple tasks thousands, of times each day (example: reading the label on a magazine,
making a note of it and Men reading the next label) service workers are learning how to use
advanced technologies:to do their jobs better. The result Is that they become more
comfdrtable With technology, broaden their experiences, andeqUip themselves for upWard
mobility to more demanding occupations. Without such equipment, such upward mobility
was almost nonexistent.: Meanwhile, they work more productively. The company, and the
worker, gain both short- and long-term. .

This suggests somethin6 very few people have seen, to date, in selected service industries.
Employers making high investments in equipment and those worried abput the drop-off in
young workers during the balance of this decade, may exert more ligtlb keep and train
employees. ARA ServIceS; Inc., headquartered in Philadelphia, se n example of this
Such companies have helped to change the very negative image that fast-food and other
operations have as employers.They may also provide;for alert rehabilitation personnel, new



pockets of ernployMent in which to place persons with disabilities.'
Since the early. 1970's, a major. characteristic' of our ,economy has been increased

financial complexity. At one time people took home a paycheck, spent much of it, placed
some into a passbook savings acCout)t-and thought little more abOut financial planning.
Today, the opti ns available to the astute investor are dazzling in their diversityand risk.
Hence the diz ing rise of investment nd other kinds of financial planning specialties. To
date, Wiese high-powered money Man gets have concentrated upon that "darling" of the
advertising media, the "upwardly mobil career-oriented mover arid shaker " that is people
aged 25-44 who are well-educated, h Id professional white-collar jobs, and watch their
money venPcarefully.

Almost totally overlooked is the massi, 25-million strong population of older AmeriCans.
These people not only have solid earn (most own their own homes), but also receive
substantial amounts of money in-pension checks, Social Security benefits, and other forMs

e of payment, particularly dividends on stocks and interest payments on savings. This is the
very generation oAmericans that is lecit sophisticated financially because they grew up in
an era of stable dollars, low interest rats, and the like. Helping them plan and invest their
money represents yet another pocket Of opportunity.

In the past five27 to ten years in partic6lar, the growth of entrepreneurs has been startling.
During that time the nation has suffered several recessions and large corporatioris have laid
off large numbers of workers, particularly middle managers. Millions of people have started
their own businesses. Such incorporated companies provide embloyment opportunities for
people Who have lost jobs in larger corporations. And, because of the structure of the tax
laws, owning a corporation offers some important tax benefits, among them the opportunity
to plan rot a secure future through pension plans and the chance to provide employment
to members of the owner's family. 'Federal regulations encourage people to start small
businesses, and many agencies set aside a certain proportion of contract and grant
monies specifically for bidding by small business. Entrepreneurship represents yet another
pocket of opportunity.

Early in 1984. Burger King ran newspaper ads designed to encourage workers at McDpnalds and other fi ms to
"switch to Burger King tor better working conditions and better benefits.
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Chapter Four

Five Areas of Opportunity.
In the years 1984-1990, and beyond, persons with severe physical, sensory and mental

disabilities seem most likely to find and .keep jobs in five broad areas of employment.
. The five are:

1. General Services. This category Is intentionally a broad one. It includes direct services
to members of the general public and to employers. Examples: secretarial and related
office work, hotel/motel and convention. services, home management services, and,
other-Services .deSlgned to. do jobs for busy People7-jobs, which people once did for

Ves. .themsel
2. SpeCial.Services,This grouping Includes jobs in which workers provide direct services

and other assistance (including devices and equipment) to persons with special
needs, tech as .older citizens, people with chronic health conditions, and disabled
individuals.

3. Sales. This category is self-eXplanatory.
4. Information Services. in this group, experts and others who are highly qualified offei

guidance and advice to corporate and individual clients, including persons with
special needs. Examples: lawyer, CPA, stock analyst, personal-affairs manager.

5. rejreneUrship. People start their own businesses to take advantage of two factors:
t town Special 'expertise, and markef; deenand that is not being met by others.
E es are legion; entrepreneurs do just about 'every imaginable kind of job.

Many `', abled people, will, of course, work in other kinds of jobs. Still, these five areas
appear to represent the most interesting opportunities beCause labor-market, labor-force.,,
.Worker-characteristic, and accommodation-aid factors converge to create particularly
favorable conditions. The areps are desCribed in some detail in this chapter. Chapter 5,

$ Personal Characteristics, take up the characteristics needed by people who are interested
in working in these kinds of occupations.

General Services
Opportunities. in the "general services" area are very attractive for many persons with

disabilities for a number of reasons.
First, most of these=' lobs require little in the way of previous education and training

because they usually feature employer-provided training. In fact, many employers insist
upon doing their own training of general services workers,-and discourage highly educated
people from entering such jobs. Given that many disabled people have education-
attainment levels lower than the average,, the general public (see, for example
Demography and Disability), this characteililic of the area may be an appealing onefOr
many disabled individuals.

. Second, derhand29 for such jobs generally is slack compared to the demand in many
other fields of work. As women pursue careers and not just stop-gap jobs, fo r example, many
eschew secretarial and general service positions; however, many men shrink away from
them since these jo avingiditionaily been known as "women's jobs." Because pay
levels -have tende be I , particularly at entry level, better- educated and more
ambitious people eerie to take such positions. General service jobs usually attractyoung
people which indicates that the decline in the number of baby-boomers will create more
openings than have been available in the recent past.

Third, the number ofn openings in this area is projected to grow very rapidly until the end of
the century. Factors we have already discussedthe growth of the two-Income family, the
"farming out" from the Kome of traditional homema ker tasks, the growingcareer orientation of
many workers, and the explosion of information technologieswill support this growth.
Secretarial openings, forexample,-are projected at some 300,000 annually for the balance of
the decade and probably will continue to maintain that pace to the year 2000. Private
household workers (some 45,000 openings annually to 1990), cashiers (about 180,000 yearly);
bookkeepers (tome 96,000 per year), and wafters. (approximately 77,000 annually), will all
show large numbers of new Openings throughout the decade.

Fourth, particularlyn for employees of fairly large corporations, upward mobility is quite,
possible because many such companies offer employees training at the'firm's cost. The
employers are offering paid training because they are worried about the availability of
approriate workers in the years to come.
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Figure 2
.' Projected Growth In Four Areci: New Jobs

(Entrepreneurial job growth projections not available. Category not reported separately)
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Fifth, investment in technology to aid such workers is surprisingly sharp. The use of person I

computers and personal work stations in the Office, for example, is growing exponentially.
Such devices are easy for many physically disabled people to use and, increasingly, can
spe fi to blind Workers. Within the next five to ten years, some such machines will also "hear"

d ice to speed up its magazine distribution operation; OCR technology is the heart of the
for deaf workers. ARA Services recently invested in an optical ctiaracter recogniticin (OCR)

Kurzweil Readig Machine, It is possible that companies using OCR devices may attach
peripherals enabling people who cannot see to use these machines.

All of these factorsthe lower level of competitIOn, the employer-training characteristic,
the fast pace of growth and large number of new:openings, the potential In: some firms for
upward mobility, and the qhvestment In technologymake many general service Jobs
attractive for pertons with disabilities.

The challenge for rehabilitation will be to identify those firms that are willing to train entry-
level workers for better positions and those that are willing to allocate for accommodation
aids and devices. Special eduCators, vocational-technical teachers, and rehabilitation
counselors should look carefully for such pockets within the general service field.

The general population, for reasons I have discussed briefly, will likely shun such
opportunities, believing that airsuch jobs are low-pay, dead-end, unrewarding posi s.
This popular belief, until now largely true, also means heavy turnover in those jobs. me
service sector employers, for example, have to fill jobs four or five times annually, so not only
will there be many new openings, but each position may open several times each year.

Special Services
Opportunities in the "special services" area will explode in number at least until the year

2030, because the older population and the disabled population both will grow in size by
leaps and bounds during this period. The move away from institutions and toward
community care,. QS in independent living and home health care services, for example,
adds to the growth in this realm of employment. And because many disabled people have
first-hand experience with limitations of activity, as well as with effective and inexpensive
solutions to common problems of daily living, they can call upon their own personal life
experiences to help meet the needs of other people with special needs.

Technology is providing one major reason for explosive growth in the special services
area. Reasonable accommodation aids and devices are increasing in numberand
effectivenesseven as they are dropping in price.

For an indication of the great growth possible in this area, consider the projections made
by Forecasting International of Arlington, Virginia, for U.S. News and World Report in the May
9, 1983, special Issue on "What the Next 50 Years Will Bring." Fl Identified 23 occupations
expected to be fastest-growing by the year 2000. Almost half, or 10, of them were in special
services:

Field New Jobs Created
Geriatric social workers 600,000

Emergency medical technicians 375,000

Gerontolobica I aides 300,000

Technical aides for handicabped persons 120,000

Respiratory therapists, 100,000

Biomedical/electronic technicians 90,000

Technicians for handicapped persons 80,000

. Bionic-transplant technicii5ns 65,000

Implant technicians .50,000

Dialysis technicians 30,000

Geriatric social workers and gerontoldigical aides will, of course, find work with older
parsons, many of whom, will live in their own homes rather than in institutions. Emergency
mediCal technicians, respiratory therapists, and dialysis technicians likely will work in home
health care agencies and in outpatient departments of major hospitals as well as In
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hospitals, Intermediate medical care (dainties, nursing homes, efc. Technical aides32 for
handicapped persons and technicians for handicapped persons will be the people who
know about and understand flow to use aids and 4evices for disabled people; some, of
course, will make such devices,and repair them.--Sbme will work for home health care
agencices (such as Johnson and Johnson, Superior Care) that specialize In providing
services for older and chronically ill individuals in the home.

Biomedical/electronic technicians and implant technicians will assist doctors in
implanting into the body artificial hearing (e,g,, ear implants) and other devioes, as well as
assisting' patients to adjust to using the new aids. Bionic transplant technicians will help
surgeons in similar ways. These techniciant will find employment because engineering and
medicine are joining hands to prolong life and replace falling body functions.

The special services field, then, Includes much that is traditionally "social work" in
orientation!, much that is "technological" in nature, and much that is "medical" in essence.
As a general rule, special services workers will be trained in helping older and disabled
people, as well as those who are chronically III, to care for themselves outside of institutions.

Sales
Increased domestic and international competition in business creates largenumbers of

sales positions. This is one reason for singling out this area as a pocket of opportunity. A
second, and very important reason is that sales, traditionally, Is a point of entry from which ;

fast upward mobility is possible. In IBM,33 for example, almost allof the top executives started
as salespersons. Disabled people seeing long-term careers will find sales a good place to
starts Third, success in sales is demonstrable; a disabled job applicant can prove to an
employer very quickly that he or she is a capable worker, overcomingemployer resistance
to hiring handicapped people.

The most' Interesting reason for highlighting sales as a pocket of opportunity for disabled
people is that telemarketing is increasingly becoming "the" way sales is conducted. It is
much less costly, companies find, to have 800-numbers, WATS lines and the like, than it is to
send salespeople to visit with customers. Accordingly, company after company is installing
expensive, highly sophisticated technology at the fingertips of the sales worker,who calls to
the screen information, about the "prospect" and fills orders by keyboarding. These.same
devices can provide, with fairly minor adjustments, "one key" capabilities so that Averely
physically handicapped people can operate them quickly and well; "synthesizeatipeech"
so blind people can use them; and, in time, ("voice recognition" so deaf, people can
operate them.

Because of the corporate concern for providing "the right image," sales has traditionally
been a field in which many employers did not believe that handicapped workers were
appropriate. But with telemarketing, customers do not meet, or see, the,sales person. Too,
sales was traditionally an occupation requiring long hours on the road; anyone who has
ever heard stories about "the traveling salesman and the farmers daughter" will recognize
this immediately. But today, that is becoming less and less truO.

Forecasting International projected, for U.S. News & World Report, that "sales
(telemarketing)" jobs would lead, all other categories in the number of new positions
created by theyear 2060a staggering eight million new fobs.

Earnings potential in sales jobs is virtually unlimited; it is determined by the worker's own
effort and success because most sales jobs are based upon commissions.

Rehabilitation's challenge will be to show corporatiogs how people with different kinds of
disabilities can perform sales jobs, to find out whdt technology is available to assist them to
do those tasks, and to give the job seeker a chance.

A note of warning: rehabilitation placement specialists should be aware that straight-
corrimission jobs may be more "contractor" than "employee" in nature, according to the
courts. For this reason, equal-employment opportunity legislation may not always. apply.
Take, for example, an Item appearing in U.S. News & World Report's August 29,1983, Issue
(pg. 69). The item observes that a U.S, appeals court has ruled that the Age Discrimination in
Employment Act does not protect sales workers who receive commissions but not company
benefits, and who pay their own expenses. The court stated that these employment toms
make the salesworkers' "independent contractors" for purposes of employment legislation
coverage. When placing a disabled person in asales job, rehabilitation should take care to
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ensure that the terms are covered by sections 402 and 503, that is, ensure thal the person is
,an employee and. not a contractor.

Information Services
As oUr society becomes increasingly complex, individuals andLorporations need solid

information upon which they can base decisions. The problem is not so much one ofo lack
of data; rather.Often it is one of too much information. ExpOrts are called upon to sort out,
interpret and explain the data which are available; Finance Is a good example: What yOU.
can do with discrellonarY monies is alMost Wide* far advice and guidance people
turn to financial planners, bankers and brokerage houses. Law is. notherexample; tax law,
In particular, is extremely complex and the 'recommendations of a knowledgeable and
experienced lawyer are highly prized by individuals and firms alike. I

Pe ns with disabilities will be interested toam that growth in these kinds of fields has
be so great that firms in these areas are recruiting even as firms in many other fields dre
c ing back. In Boston.3s for example, Bradford Trust had so desperate a need f6T-More
clerks and managers that it entered into a lengthy and large agreement with the area CETA
(Comprehensive Employment and Training Act, now replaced by the Job Partnership
Training Act) to bring into the firm previously unemployed individuals with an interest in
finance. Bradford vice president, Jay Begley, explains: "The haditionaLway has been to bring
people in at the entrVievel and then promote them as they learn the business. Now, financial
services are expandinglogjast to do that."

Connie Chen, preside t3rbf a Manhattan financial services rrn, says people in her field
who have seven to ten y of experience earn more than $75,000 a year in Manhattan and
some other large cities. E oklyn, Michael Dickman has fa hiOned a highly successful tax
law practice that Spe n meeting the needs of low-inc me clients, many of whom are
disabled, as is Dickm .nternational Association37 for nancial Planners report's that
membership has grown r., , he past four years alone, despite the recession (or perhaps,
in part, because of it), A b. tingis another growing field. Beginners can start at $25,000
and go as high as the low six figures.

People with disabilities who have an interest in financial planning and tax law may find
that practices specializing in help for older and disabjed persons may fill a 'gap left by
competitors who are zeroing In on the 25-44 year-old, fdst-track managerial group. Persons
who receive some governmental benefits are particularly_inneed of advice about how to
supplement aid checks without jeopardizing eligibility for the programs.

Other kinds of information services are also highly valued in today's society, People who
know about unusual leisure-time activities, people who can arrange an array of personal
services such as hOrne and landscaping bid, and specialists who can locate facts that few
people know, (such as what governmental program could be tapped to finance a
particular venture) may sell their services in return for a good living.

Information services require . not only considerable high -level education but 'also
experience. The key to attracting and keeping .clients, whether corporate or individual,
seems to be the ability to inspire trust. With so much information around, and .so many
people advising so many different alternatives, firms and private citizens with funds to Invest
or fives to plan need someone upon whom theycan 'rely. The ability to attract new clienti
and keep them translates into high pay in many firmsand it can offer the opportunity to
strike out on your own, taking the clients with you.

Entrepreneurship
Someone starting his or her own business needs to know the particular field of work vely

welland have the kinds of contacts that will get the company off to a running start. That's
why many information managers eventually strike out on their own once they've mastered
the area 'and earned the personal loyalty of a following of clients.

People with disabilities who know an area and can attract enough clients to get started
may find entrepreneurship attractive. One does not have to rely upon the fairness of
employers; the entrepreneur is his or her own boss, and earnings are not limited by
corporate-imposed ceilings.

There is, however, another aspect of the picture. Although the entrepreneur does not have
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to sell him or herself to a boss, It is necessary to sell to financial backers. Getting venture
capital can be more difficult than getting a salaried job.-Fortunately, the Smalls* Business
Administration (SBA) in Washington offers information and assistance to people wanting to
start their own companies. Loans at low interest rates are also available. If the would-be
entrepreneur can endure the SBA's sometime-siowness and maze of red tape, support can
be obtained. Also, as observed earlier, set-asides in Federal contract and grant progranfs
are often available specifically for bidding:by small businesses.

The entrepreneur must be prepared to be all things for, all people. As the owner of a new
business, the entrepreneur often must be chief executive, accountant, salesperson, clerk,
typist and data-entry technican all at once. "You must live the Job," says airnost every
entrepreneur who has survived in business.

Just as there is no rigid cap on earnings potential, so too there is no rigid floor. In fact,
there's no floor at all An entrepreneur might go a year or more with no salary whatsoever, and
end the year owing moneynot making' it.

Rehabilitation's challenge for disabled Individuals interested in forming their own
companies is to help these persons assess individual strengths/weaknesses, Identify areas
of business to enter, find and attract start-up funds, and secure the assistanceparticularly
legal and accountingthat wine needed.

Depsite all the downside risks, entrepreneurship Sometimes -is 'exactly what is needed.
There is undeniable challenge, freedom, and opportunity. If what the person is selling is
unique and needed, remarkable success may be had For example, Stephen Woznlak's
business started in a small garage; today that same business, Apple Computer, l3 neck
and-neck with IBM in the huge and astonishingly fast-growing personal computer business.

A Ladder of Opportunity
Persons with disabilities, like other people, wantnot Just a job but the chance have a

meaningful and rewarding career. The five broad areas of work outlined In. this chapter offer
such a chance. One -might begin in general services while still a college student and,
depending upon personal interests, branch out into information or special services, either of
which may serve as a springboard to entrepreneurship. An individual may pick one area
and remain in it for several decades. Not everyone has the Inner resources 44nd self-starter
mental ty to succeed as an entrepreneur. Similarly, not everyone wants the pressure
attend t upon becoming anti remaining successful in information 'services. Nor is
everyon so gregarious as to enjoy working day by, dby with people whp have a need for
persona services and for companionship.

The ne t chapter discusses personal characteristics needed for success in each of the five
fields. A we are seeing throughout this book, Ares largely to technological break-
t roughs what mattersand matters significantlyin tomorrow's workplace, for people
di iliti s, is not so much the disability as the abilityand the personality.



,Chapter Five

Perional Characteristics
The challenge for rehabilitation, vocational-technical educatiOn, and special education

is to locate pockets of opportunity appropriate for persons likelY tosucceed in them and to
offer these persons the needed training. Trainingand retrainingare critical,

The jobs for which a given student or client should beirepa4 likely will vary sharply by
personal characteristics-0nd less sharply by disability,

Others in the field of rehabilitation are better positioned than Ito define which personality
characteristics mesh most closely with, success in various occupation% In what follows, I
have drawn upon my own-limited experience "In the field," rather than empirical research,
to suggest some characteristics-that different kinds of jobs seem to require. Quite likely,
research will advance our understanding beyond the limited IdeaseXpressed here.

People/Ideas/Things
Relative people /ideas /things orient n is one variable that dppears worth investigating.

Special services work, in particular, s= :rns to require a high level of people orientation as
does sales work. Information services, by contrast, appear to feature a high level of ideas
orientation. . .

Entrepreneurship, not surprisingly, varies depending upon the kind of business, . But the .
most successful business owners will be high on both ideas and people orientation; if their
businesses make or repair devices,, things orientation probably is needed as well

Inner vs. Other-Directedness
Successful information services39 and entrepreneurial workers likely will be highly inner

directed. Reliance upon others fOr validation of Ideas, organization of work activity, etc. are
not characteristic of successful people in information services, although a willingness to
listen certainly is.

General services40 workers; and to a lesser extent, sales and special services workers need
some degree of other-directedness. When one works closely with customers, and the
objective is to do what the customer wants done, a high level of sensitivity.to the customer's .

spoken or unspoken desires is important. Often, the worker has no choice. A general service
worker, for example, must do what he r she is told, the way he or she is told, and In the order
in which he or she is told to do it. Some people respond well to such close supervision while
others rebel against it.

Tolerance for Routine
People in general and special services in particular will probably -need a high degree of

tolerance forrepetition and routine. Desire to experiment and/or boredom With:repeated
tasks will probably not be rewarded.

By contrast, information workerl and entrepreneUrs seem. to be people who thrive on
constant change; lack of ,a set roUtine; and: abtenCe-of a rigid 6cheqiile of actiVities. Sale's
workers, too, often. need variation and challenge rather than,,roUtine:..

COnsider theicontraSt between a stock brOkerdnd a n:autoMoblie assembly plant worker.
What the stock broker does' in any fivelninute,period:dependSupcin 'a variety of factors;
each -five-minute period maybe characterized by sharpNdifferentactivities iThelockstepof
the assembly, by Contrast, enforces a routine that cannot be deviated from without severe
cOnsequenCes. Some peopi6 can` such rigidity in their` work lives;.:Others; though,
cannot.

Educational Attainment
Another important personal characteristio is the level of eduCation achieved, People with

high levels of education will likely become very frustrated with,general services work; for this
reason, employers in such fields often set maximum rather than minimum educational
qualifications (although almost all require a high-school diploma).

An information services worker, tb view the otner extreme, often is better-educated and
more highly qualified in his or her Ilneof work than is his or her manager and both know it. In



hospitals, for example, administrators routinely take a back seat to surgeons. Much the
same klhd of thing happens In law firms and financial management organizations, as when
administrators yield to the specialized knowledge of account executives.

Assertiveness
A related characteristic41 differentiating successful performers in differeht fields Is relative

degree of aggressivenesi in asserting one's own vlews. Assertiveness that is accepted, even
expected, in an entrePreneur would never be tolerated in a general services workerand
may 'conflict, with a..cilent/patient's.. needs in " special, services .Salespeople,, almost by .
definition,. must be assertive.. InforMatIOn..workers will achieve. to their fult.potential only by
attracting attention to their successes through assertive behavior, although not usually
by aggressiveness toward clients. .

Desire for Companionship .
.

Another factor relates to the degree to which a worker wants to be friends with co-workers.
This is not the same as other-directedness. General service workers, for example, often bowl
together. .

.
Sales people usually like to be with customers and dents, but show much lower revels of

need for companionship toward competing sales pe ; Entrepreneurs often cannot afford
to become too .close to peopiewho work for them; spe services workers, tooiwill usually be
more effective if they maintain some distance from cfienti and patients. Both, howeyer, may.
have.a high need for companionship with peers:

Need for Communication Technologies
whosePersons whose disabilities42 are communication in nature or impact may find that

information services employers are more, likely than are others to offer the devices they need
to do their work. The reason is that such employerS value expertise:These organizations, such
as tax law firms and financial manageMent companies, also have relatively high revenues,
making the costs of such aids more, affordable. .

Entrepreneurs, of course, may write 'off as a business expense virtually any needed
aCcommodation..There is no such thing as anAinreasOnable":acc.ommodation for the
owner of the firm, because without him or her performing at peak efficiency there would not

pipe a business to speak of ,

.. .

General and special service workers may encounter much more resistance to their needs
for communication devices, although office workers in highly automated organizations are
less likely than (Ire customer service clerks at low-tech ,firms to see such resistance.

Characteristics by Area
General Services. These jobs require repeated performance of a standard set of fairly
low-level tasks. Productivity Is measured in terms of speed with which work is performed and
attention to detail. Customers and, emploYers expect good work quickly. Supervision,
,accordingly, is tight; often the first-linemanager works alongside the service workers, doing
much of the work him or herself.

Disabled persons likely to be successful in general services probably will have the
following characteristics:
High intolerance for repetition; need for neatness, cleanliness; need for Companionship

with co-workers; attention to routine tasks.

Low incompensation expectations;, upward-mobility orientation; need for autonomy et
work; level of educational attainment; need for high technology in communication.

Employers often prefer to train general services workers themselves. McDonalds, Marriott
and -other such employers have extensrve on,the-job training programs designed to
develop the skills needed in the work. These employers discourage highly,
applicants, knowing that the low levels ofWorker autonomy and compensation would result,
in levels of turnover that are even higher than the. already very high leyels they experience.

Many workers in' general services jobs are young and often they are in their first full-time



positions. Many are single, with low personal and familial expenses; others are "displaced
homemakers ", re-entering the labor market offer, manyryears of chlidrearing., For these
reasons, general service workers tend to be fairly unsophisticated with, respect to work; They
need ongoing supervisionand know they will benefit from it Persons with disabilities
placed into general services jobs would probably Oare many of these characteristics and
enjoy being around. others with these traits.

General services workers offer) socialize with their co-Workers off the job. Indeed, many
employers sponsor softball and bowling leagueS comprised of such workers, both to satisfy
the employees' companionship needs_and..to build company loyalty, , .

Special Services. These jobs require the performance of personal-assistance tasks fOr
people who have spealial needs. Accordingly, special service workers often have a need to
care for others, The very qualities that mark success in school teachers, nurses and social
workers are generally important in special seNices. Performance is usually measured in
timely completion of routine tasks, personal neatness and courtesy, promptness, and
customer/client satisfaction. Supervision tends to be fairly tight, although managers
usually do not accompany the workers throughout the day. Extensive reporting is required,
however, and it I's through such documentation that evaluations are made.

Disabled personswho may enjoy and do well in special services jobs likely will have these
characteristics:

High Intolerance for repitition; need for neatness, cleanliness: need to care for others;
attention tb routine tasks, .

Moderate inrIeed for companionship; need for autonomy at work; level of educational
attainment; compensation expectations.

Low inneed for technology in communication; upward mobility expectations.
There are exceptions. Some special services work includes invention and maintenance of

equipment. High "things orientation" is needed here, together with considerable personal
experience or acquaintance with the needs. for which the equipment is intended.
Engineering consultant Ralf Hotcpkiss of Oakland, California, for example, combines an
understanding of devices with a keen appreciation for the need to design equipment to
meet actual, not just imagined, personal needs.

One common failing in the home health care area is that service workers who do not
understand people with special needs do what is not needed while failing to do things that
are needed. There is a poyverful "doctor-patient" orientation insome of these services which
is counterproductive to the independence of the patient or client. Thus the' need to care
for others" characteristic must be tempered with an understanding that the objective is to
help people help themselvesonot to do it for them.
- Some of the work is not at all routine. Technicians, for example, may encounter great
variety in mixing and matching different aids and devices to meet particular needs of
individuals. So, persons low in tolerance for repetition might find satisfaction in some
aspects of special services.

There Is of course, some overlap in this area with information services and with
entrepreneurship. People with special needs-do not just have special needs; they also have
general needs, like financial, advice, that experts in such areas may provide.

Sales. Sales workers are offers on their own. Indeed, many work on commission rather than
on salary.

Today's sales workers need a keen understanding of the product or service they are
selling, to whom it applies, and how it applies. They must also understand the needs of
their individual customers.

IBM, for example, offen places advertising showing atillow case. The -advertising test
makes the point that security is what customers want when they, buy a computer. The fact
that IBM understa nds*that, and some other firms do not, in part accounts for the remarkable
success of. Big Blue (IBM) over the years. S-dles people af ARA Services, Inc. stress efficiency and
effectivenesswe can do it for you for less, and take it off your mind.

Sales work, too, is highly people oriented. PeoPle buy products and services. Sales must



be made toindividual people, even when the customer is a large corporation. So, sensitivity
to people Is requisite for success in sales. A pleasing personality and a willingness to listen,
rather than to talk, helps. A sense of timing in knowing when to press for d sale and when to
back off, too, Is Important,

Sales work is also very competitive and It Is very self-directed, There are no set hours, no
set routines, aside from fairly flexible 6uldellnes as to what Is expected in the way of number*
of prospects to be contacted each month.

Sales, people will likely be characterized:

High in compensation expectation; inner-directedness; need for autonomy; attention to
detail; upward-mobility expectations,

Moderate Ineducational attainment; need for companionship; tolerance for repitition;
need for high technology bl communication.

Low in need for close supervi4on. .
.

.

As indicated earlier, sales is rapidly-becoming telemarketing: Sophisticated, expen ve
technology faces the wOrker; who works mostly with telephones, Information about the
customer, recent purchases, and known needs and desires flash on a screen as the Worker

places.or receives a call. Thus, physical mobility is not a major concern. yision loss san be
compensated for and at some point within the next five or ten years; hearing loss may, to

some e*tent, also be accommodated. .,

Yet, sales continues to be an activity that iscarried out in more ways than by telephone.
Sales managers remain conditioned to the traditional in-person sales appearance and
strategy. So, expect some resistance to te idea, of disabled persons doing sales work,
especIally4from managers who are not sensitive to abilities in disabfed,people.

Information Services. This realm it one in which a high level of personal expertise is basically
what the employer buys when hiring workersthat, and personal contacts. Information
workers, almost as much as sales workers, are expected to bring in new clients and new
revenue from existing clients. It can be a very high-powered, high-pressure operation, but
the rewards can also be great. True autonomy, rapid upward mobility, very high levels of
compensation, and real prestige in ,the community are some of the rewards.

These jobs require interpretation of information. They call upon judgment, high-level

training and experience. Productivity is measured in income generated from corporate or
individual clients willing to pay for such guidance. Supervision is light; performance
is evident from client satisfaction peer judgments of quality, and often, documents or
other, information products.

Disabled individuals successful in such fields are likely to be

High ineducational attainment; inner-directedness; experience- with particular infor-.

motion; understanding of clients' needs; upward-mobility orientation; compensation
expectations.

Low inneed for companionship; tolerance for routine; need, for supervision.

Success iii such fields often comes in one or both of two ways. First, top-performers survive

weeding-out processes in which less successful co-workers are dropped from the firm's
payroll. Those who make it, can expect to receive six-figure salaries, . in many organizations.
Second, experts with considerable experience and a wide reputation often set up their own
consulting companies; that is they take the next step and become entrepreneurs.

Employers rarely train such workers in more than our way" of doing things, and such
training is more appropriately called "orientation." Usually: the employee begins work with at

most a few days' exposure to particular forms, special computer commands, and the firm's

client roster.ihe employer assumes that formdl training occured in graduate school (law,

pUblic administration, accounting, business, medicine, etc) and that the worker has
previous employment experience in a imifar company.

Information service workers are very sophisticated with respect to the field in which they
work. They are experts in their chosen areas. Often, they have expended considerable sums
of money and sizeable amounts of time on their eclutation; then, too, most are married with

substantial personal and familial expensei. They have a strong need for high levels of



compensation apd for upward mobility, which would bring even higher levels of
compensation. Thy also tend to be extremely inner-directed, trusting their own Judgments.
over those of all others,

Entrepreneurship. in many waysr the, most demanding of the occupational areas
considered in this book; it is demanding because a business owner, 'particularly in the
beginning, must devotknim or herself to the business more than ten hours a day, often, six
days a week if is derrignding. because so many talents, skjils and kinds of knowledge are
called uponthe abilitf,tosell, the knowledge of the,market, the ability to hire and supervise
people to get tha.mostidin, them, and familiarity with accounting and finance. Also, it is
demanding because thei`ontrepreneur must maintain faith in his,or herldOas'eyen in the face.
of repeated rejectidn. But, for those who make it, the 'rewards match the deniands.

Disabled people likely td/..;!Make it" wiii be:
High incompensation expectations; knowledge. of a particular field or area; inner-

directedness; attention tadetall; "people" and "Ideas" orientation ("things" orientation,
too, for many); assertiveness.

Moderate intolerance for ,rUtine; need for.communication techhologies.
Low inneed for cOmpaniOris.hip; need, for supervision,

The entrepreneur' must be:capable of drafting a business ,plan that is free of "holei" and
shows exactlywhat wili.be donewhen how, and where the money will Come from. He or Ale
must be able to sellJhat plan to bankers and private investors. And then he or she must carry
out the plan. There Is.nO question that starting() business is a high -risk operation;'soMe nine
out of ten new companies, fail within the first.five years of operation.

Ray Kurzweil is an example of a suc8essful entrepreneur. He believed in himself, even When
almost everyone to whom he tarioci ridiculed his idea. He became a high-pdwered
salesman, convincing many doubters, He had a high "things". orientation, which he needed
in order to develop the technology. He put in the long hours, days and weeks necessary to
see his idea from concept' o . .

Ray Kurzweil hac03. an ideb that optical character recognition could be developed to the
point that it could "read" for blind people. Over a period of many years, he and offers tested
the technology. Theyattracted supPort, from governMent and from privafe sources. They
involved 'consumers, including representatives frOm the National Federation of the Blind.'
Kurzweil's long struggle,, proved successful: the machine is a "hit," and Xerox- Corporation
acquired the company; infusing it with capital to continue to:develop and diversify.

A disabled individual Who petceives a similar market need must know how to Meet that
need, and have the determination to see the Work though to a successful conClUsion.
noted, the rewards are great.



Making Happen
Chapter Six

Is it really Possible for substantial numbers of severely disabled perSoni, to achieve
success In private employment In the fast-growing fields that are highlighted in this book? I

just, think It Is possible; I'm'convinced that It is probable. In fact, I will be very sUrprised t
It doesn't

ry
happen.

. To make it happen will require cooperation between disabled p4Ople themselves, serf ce
agencies (such as rehabilitation and special education), other governmental agencies,
awl employers. This chapter. briefly outlines the kinds of steps that seem to be needed.

Diliabled People
Without question, the major initiative has to come from people with disabilitiesthey have

to want to work. They need to be willing to Invest in their own futurei, through eduCtation and
through, employment experience, in order to reach the:heights of whiCh they are capable.

The whole concept of "independent living" finds its greatest expression wherldisapted
people work. Need'accessibie housing? With a good job, you can buyyour own home ana
modify it to meet your particular needs. Need accessible hirsporiation? You can afford
your own. Need accommodation aids and devices? You cah get them by qualifying for a
job which requires such assistance; or by charging the costs oft to your own business. Need
medical insurance? Your employer will proVide group plans; or, as an enfrepreneur,You can
design your own plans.

As Demography and Disability shows, disabled.People who seek and get full-time year-.
round jobs tend to do very well. It can be done, and often is, but only by those who try. The
same book illustrates that although Federal and State aid is available to people who don't
work, the support is barely subsistence-level, in most cases the average "Income" from all
sources among persont,with disabilities of working age in 1980 was about $4,000.

Consider the possibilities in work. Sales people often earn $40,000 or more tax-lavtand
financial-planning people can take home more that double that in larger cities, and 150% of
that (Mount in some areas. Special services ,workers can earn more than classroom
teachers, rehabilitation counselors and others in traditional human service agencies,
particularly when they work for home health care and other .comMunity-service, profit-.
making companies. General services work pays less, but many secretaries earn in the
$20,000-$30,000 range.

Best of all disabled people now have a fighting chance at these kinds of jobs. Sections 402
(for disabled veterans), 503 (for disabled .civilians in private employment), and 504 (for
disabled cMilans and veterans in government-suPported organizations) have been on the
books,for at least seven years and have been .upheld in the courts.. Demographic trends
indicate that within a short time it will bemuch easier to getjobs than it has been for almost
two decades. High technology is capable of doing things that disabilities used to preclude:
And for fiscal policy reasons, government and bUsiness Will soon, I believe, get serious aboUt
moving disabled people from aid rolls to payrolls..

Service Agencies
As suggested in this book, special education and rehabilitation counselors should search

for "pockets" of opportunityin the labor market, identify those disabled students and clients
who have the personal and educational characteristics most suitable for those kinds of .

jobs, and help bring employers and qualified applicants together. Convincing disabled
persons, on the onehand, and employers on the other, to."take a chance" may be one of
their biggest roles.

For years, rehabilitation has given more "lip service" than actual "sweat of the brow" to job
development and placement services. As . The Business-Rehabilitation Partnership
suggests, it is time to concentrate many more resources upon jobs for disabled persons.
Proven techniques are available which will help to do that. Among other things, counselors
should bring to the attention' of employers the positive experiences of such firms as duPont,
AT&T, IBM and ARAServices. They should tell 'employers about new low-cost, high-impact
technologies-and should provide the "bridge" services that will follow-upon placemettis to
make sure they are successful.



j*,
Other vernment Agencies s,

. .

precedent that we she Id extend to'beneflt disabled civilians, The Act provides up to $10,000
I believe that 14.3., 9,-77, the .Emergenwcy Jobs Training Act for Veterans, proVides a

per previo4Sly unemployed veteran hiredlbhelp defray the employer's training and.other
costs. 41(hot.igh this Is more than triple the mount offered by the Targeted Jobs Tax Credit
prcrgr m, which offers up to $3,009 for. firsl-year pay, it still represents a good deal for
gover ent, s Control Data Corporation Chairman,Norris observes, even higher levels of

tax cre d other allowances would b.in goveinMent's Interests,
We nee to look, too, at a tax credit for accommodations aids and devices. While thecost

of such devices is falling, many- employers still hesitate to: spend. money .on. special
equipment-Ihave seen .emploYers..whp .rup .b11110n-d011arbOstnesses balk at purchasl g
$800 aids ford sabied applicants. lt doesn't'rn, ake sense, but it happens. A tax credit fo he
full amount .0 the deviCe would help bedause it would. exceed the investment edit
available for a y equipment purchase. Such a full credit would stimu late emplOyme of the

more severely' isabled Oersons.who need such aids in order to work.
-Acted, n tjjust lip-service implementation, but real enforcement of secti s 402, 503

and 604, tog er with the Age Discrimination in Employment Act (ADEA) \A emogrophy
91sabill illustrates, most people with disabilities are over 50 years of, age; ADEA

rote is per ns ,aged 40-70.
Thellwre 'recently expired provisions that we need to have reinstated.Atax deduction'

for bqikess, moving architectural. barriers from tlieir premises' in ordet to make :the:
.faciliti s acc le to disabled employees and Ostothers, was in effectuntil December 31

1982. I vinte, orl4tare being made to bring the deduction back, It's worth doing,PerhapS
more rnportarit is :continuing, even making permanent, the 1980 "work disincentive';
allow ce cbrpdrated into Social Security legislation,' .

These two °visions allowed disabled beneficiaries to take a chciDge on employment. If.
they lostiheir fobs because the companies moved of town, or if they found themselves
unable to continuci working for some other reason,Jhey could return ImMediatelytO the aid
rolls, with noneed.to wait two years to re-qualify fOr Medical coverage under Medicate. It's
true that notimarty disabled people took advantage this provision in the years 1980-1983,
but ifild probably was due to theseverity of the recession, the newness of the provision, and
continuing distr st of Social SecurityAdministration ofkoials by many peoplewith disabilities.
Let's continue, provision and expand it. Let's assure. a disabled person that for the first

year 'of ernpl e tithe medical coverage will continue as a "second dollar' package
t will pa ateve medical expenses the ernblOyer s health insurance does not

o, I ,strong lavor bonuses for delayed retiremen0he present systemwhich actually
ards retirement at 62 or 65 and penalizes later retirement -acts powerfully to ease out of

r force many .persons who become disabl4d, while working. it is too easy for an
rib offer to pay a supplement equal to .the..pnticipated early-retlrement. Social

'Se enefit (80% of the full retirement benefit) bec4Se the employer only has to pay this
supple ent for a few years. Thus, employers early-retirepeople as young as 55, particularly
when ,.meone becomes disabled, and often whenihe -person remains able-bodied. In
fact, today, the majority.of workers retire before they reach 65.and the trend is toward ever- .
earlier retirement., .

.

. . .

if, on the other hand, we were to reward later retkeMent, making it more attractive to
employees to keep working, they would be more likeIV, to .resist disability leave and early
retirement. Demography and Disability shows that !one-quarter of all 55-64.; year-old
Arnericans report 'a. disability a Census Bureau repOrt.',n older Americans, released in
September. 1983; demonstrates-that 80% ofrpersont $$and over report their health to be
"good". or "excellent. That's not a contradictionf&exaMple: the writer of this book is both
severely disabled and healthy at the same time The ,point is that if we help older people
keep working, we will be doing a big favorfor large numbers of disabled indiViduals.

The change must, start with governMent, in the Social Security program./. Business is

.
following government's lead in this area.

Employers
Employers expect and, I believe, deserve authoritative information about laws and



rogulalions, reasonable accommodation aids and devices, and the capabililios of
disabled job-seekers, Offered such information and support; togelhor with tax-expenditure
incentives such as tax credits for devices and direct payments for job training, employers will
likely become much more amenable to overcoming their historical reluctance to believe
that "hiring handicapped people is good business."

in particular, It is vital that rehabilltatiOn agencies help business to understand that, often,
when an employee becomes disabled It is not necessary to take that person of the payroll
and place him or her on long-term disablilly leave or early retirement. Indeed it can be
counterproductive for the business.

We Must also realize that It is just as necessary to get that word to the now-disabled
employee, who may feel that It is no longer possible for him or her to work, For, in the end, It
always comes Joack to the motivation of persons with disabilities to overcome those
restrictions and to take cohtrol, once again, of their own lives,

Control Data COrporation knows that, The managers of its innovative "Homework" program
have told me of countless instances in which an employee had an accident (e,g., an
automobile wreck). The company sent a' homework manager to the hospital room as soon
as the employee regained consciousness. The manager's pitch: we're bringing you back to
work; we want you; and here's how we're going to help you start wefidng again. The manager
didn't leave until the erriplOyee was convinced that a return, to WOrk woUld succeed. The
result is a return-to-work program that is, in my judgment, the best in the nation.

The Bottom Line
How many disabled persons would get Jobs if these return-to-work, late, retirement

incentive, and other measures were undertaken on a national basis? The answer, probably,
is twice as many as are placed Into jobs each year now. We can double the placement rate
before the decade is out

Remember, these steps would supplement the basic special education and
rehabilitation programs we already have. The steps proposed in this book would provide to
students and clients, on the one hand, and to employers, on the other, incentives that make
education and rehabilitation investments more- cost-effective. With these "clinchers"
available, employer and job seeker alike would probably be more motivated. The $5,000
investment that rehabilitation often makes in a client, for example, too frequently produces
a closure that is short of competitive employment because employers aren't willing to hire or
the client is not persistent in attempts to find jobs.

Most accommodation costs are fairly modest. To provide an accommodation tax credit,
for example, 'likely wouldn't cost the U.S. Treasury more than $30-million annually. in tax
expenditures (e.g., foregone corporate tax revenues). Yet, because the vast majority of
accommodation aids and devices cost under $250, we could help tip the scales for as
many as 120,000 disabled people each year.

Resurrecting the barrier-removal tax deduction would pot result in tax expenditures
greater than those in the years the program was in effect. Surely no more than $50-million
annually in foregone corporate income taxes. Yet if 15,000 companies took advantage of
the deduction, and each hired Just one disabled person, we could put into placement,
before 1990, as many as 90,000 people. Tens of thousands more would be able to continue
working after becoming disabled because facility inaccessibility would no longer make
continued work impossible.

Continuing the medical coverage for newly employed disabled persons who leave Social
Security Disability Insurance or Supplemental Security Income for the first year of
employment would not be expensive either. Because most employers offer health and
medical insurance plans which pay as much as 80% (sometimes even more) of the.cosits
Incurred in doctor visits,and hospital stays, the balance to be picked up as "second dollar"
expenditures by the Federal government would be quite modest. Recall, 'too, that these
persons, by leaving aid rolls for payrolls, no longer qualify for the benefits they had been
receiving as dependents on SSDI or SSI.

Enforcement of sections 402 and 503, as well as the Age Discrimination in Employment Act
would not be costly. Department of Labor officials concede that for every enforcement
dollar spent, the U.S. Treasury gets back many times over the investment in taxes paid by the
now-employed worker. It also saves unemployment benefits, SSDI, SSI and related outlays.
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Extending the Pt 98-77 provision for up to $10,000 to an employer who hires a previously
unemployed disabled person, would be similarly cost-effective, The law In effectnowapplles
only to certain veterans, and is authorized at $150million a year for two years.ifwe put into
effect the same level of expenditure on bepalf of disabled persons,at least 30,000 would be
helped to find jobs within the first two itiots,The taxes paid on their wages (FICA twos and
federal income taxes), together with whOt the Treasury would save in benefits, would wipe
out the program's cost In the very first year aimplementation. This is true because costs to
maintain disabled pepple on aid rolls average as much as $8,000 annually in direct benefit
payments, Medicare /Medicaid, food stamps, housing subsidies, and the like,

I'm convinced that ',rewarding people for delayed retirement would be a boon for
government. More pool:Ile working, and therefore, paying FICA taxes, would result In less
people receiving Social. Security benefits. Because of the increase In the number of workers,
more money would flow Into Social Security and the persons remaining on,Social Security
would enjoy a much more stable, secure retirement. Norway sets an example of delayed-
retirement rewards. There, late retirees are rewarded with a 9% increase in benefits for each
year they continue working between the ages of 67 and 70,

The proposals I have discussed are Indeed modest, yet their Impact could be.
tremendous. I can see a near futUre in which disabled students in schools ancLcolleges, as
well as disabled clients In rehabilitation programs. would be much more highly motivated to
quality for and seek lobs than many, now areL.because they would know that employers are
willing to give them a chance. I can see a near future in which people on SDI or SSI rolls
would compare benefit checks in their mailboxes with payroll checks in their peers' boxes,
and conclude that it is better to be working. And, I can see a near future in which people who
become disabled while working will keep workingwith their employers' blessings.

It can be done. let's do It.
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Footnotes

Chapter One: Into the Breach
1in The Baby Boom Generation and the Economy, Russell makes the case that the baby-
boom generation's miseries at work (tough competition, little upward mobility, etc.) are a
function, not of the generations huge size as is popularly believed, but of other, more general
economic factors. There is a lively controversy over whether or not she Is right.

Chapter Two: What Is Not Going to Happen
711a qualified rehabilitation client and his or her counselor come up with a valid individual
written rehabilitation program (IWRP), the fact that the program calls for liberal arts or
academic schooling should in no way affect the willingness of the agency to support the
client's 'education.

1"Trouble In Computer Land," Newsweek.

It's not merely a matter of capital. Shelf space in computer stores is limited. Managerial
decisions cbn be fatal, as some of Osborne Computers' seem to have been: they
announced an advanced version of the popular portable, which depressed sales of
existing units, then were unable to produce the promised machine on a timely basis.
'Bob Kuttner, writing in The Atlantic Monthly on "The Declining Middle," points out that in
addition to CAD/CAM (computer assisted design/computer assisted manfacturing),
something called CIM (computer Integrated manufacturing) Is coming, which will
eliminate many CAD/CAM Jobs because the engineer can use a computer to drive the
manufacturing process directly, eliminating the need for additional technicians..
°Personal Computing, interviewed Osborne on this issue. The interview is an excellent
source of informed Judgments on what will happen in the 1990's.

7Robert Weinstein, writing in Family Weekly, on "How to Make Money in the 80's," for
example, says: "Topping the list of fast-growing Jobs is computer service technician, with a
projected growth rate of 93.2 percent through 1990." Note that he doesn't indicate the level
from which this growth will occur.

°Regarding desired worker characteristics, Peters and Waterman, In Search of Excellence,
have this to say: " ... close familiarity with the product, ability to relate well to customers, self-
starter mentality, etc."

'Harrison & Bluestone's The Deindustrialization of America started a lot of talk about "the
missing middle" and what it means to the American worker. For a very different perspective
on this issue, read Business Week's special report, "A New Era for Management. ". A4-

1°Jack Anderson's Future File newsletter story, "Every Assembly-Line Robot Will Eliminate
Three Jobs," quotes one labor association official on the future of fired union workers: "What
are they going to do? Feed each other hamburgers?"

11Cook's story, "There's Economic Hope in the Long Run," appeared in Newsday.
12 Bob Wyrick nd-PatrICk Owens wrote a major series of articles on Social Security Disability
insurance; ''The Disability Nightmare." in Newsday.
17The bill Presid ea6an signed is P.L. 98-77, the EmergencyJobs Training Act for Veterans.
14"A Convert/10 ith William C. Norris: Business Can Profit by Filling 'Unmet Social Needs',"
U.S. News d11J4o Re, Aort. For more on the same general thenie, see George F. Will, "On
Revenues and RonaldReagan," Newsweek. Will makes the point that "In 1985 the president
must hurry to restore.the goverment's revenue base. Reagan cannot be a Reaganite after
1984." Something will have to be done to control runaway government spending on people-,
who don't work.

et Z.
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R Oisell's The Baby Generation and the loonomy.
Pp oloit Marketing

d ',Jean A. Briggs and James Cook, "Help Wanted," Forbes, and "What MayKeep the Jobless
Rate High," Business Week.
'Toward N. Fullerton, "The 1995 Labor Force: A First Look," Monthly Labor Review.

',Briggs and Cook, "Help Wanted,"Forbos, and "What May Keep the Jobless Rate High,"
Business Wuk.
',Weinstein in "How to Make Money In the 80's."Family Weekly.
10Contact Homework Program Manager, HQN4CX, Control Data Corporation, P,O. Box 0,
MInnocio011S, MN 55440, for Information about CDC'S "Homework" program which allows
home-based workers to use high technology to eliminate commuting and similar physical.
disability problems. See "Talk to Me," Personal Computing, for Trudy Bell's story about
synthesized speech. Also, see Robed Schadewald's story, "The SpeechGap," Technology
Illustrated.
" Gonnle McClung Siegel, Sales: The Fast Track for Women.

2,"Changing Phone Habits," Business Week.
2, Elizabeth Wehr, "Major Changes in Medicare Payment SystemApproved," Congressional
Quarterly.
34 Pamela Sherdd. "Good News on the ProducttvitY Front," Forbes.

"Good News on the Productivity Front," Forbes. Also see "A Productivity Revolution In the
Service Sector," Business Week.

" "A Productivity Revolution in the Service Sector," Business Week. The companys chairman,
William Fishman, was a leader of the U.S. Council for international Year of Disabled Persons
during 1980 and 1981, and has demonstrated a particular interest in hiring people with
disabilities.
"Inc. magazine, various issues. The periodical concentrates upon small, family-owned
businesses.

Chapter Faun Five Areas of Opportunity
2, Peters and Waterman, In search of Excellence.
uPick up any Issue of Working Woman, Working Mother, and the like.Almost all of the stories
are geared to executive women. The editors know what their readers want. Despite Census
Bureau data showing that large numbers of women remain in secretarial jobs, many if not
most of these women want to move up the career ladder. The shortage of secretaries in
major cities is such that employers are offering salaries higher than that of some teachers
and professors to All secretarial positions.
3,Themia Kandel, "What People Earn," Parade.
3/ Companies with a commitment to promotion from within, such as AT&T and IBM, often
offer corporate sponsorship of college'and post-graduate education for employees.

s=For additional information in this area, see the U.S. Congress Office of Technology
Assessment's study, Technology and Handicapped PoPIL

33 "The Colossus That Works," Time.
u"Business Communications: Challenges for the '80$" and ."Computer Systems and
Services for Business, Industry and the Home" in Fortune.

',Steve Curwood, "Theyre Growing Their Own,' Boston Globe.



"U.S. Hews & World Report, "SuccessI The Chase is back In Style Again,"

"U.S. News & World Report, "Succossl The Chase Is flack In Style Again,"
34"R&D Money for the Asking," Venture.

Chapter Five: Personal Charts CterlstIcs
" "According to Douglas la Bier, a Washington, DC. psychoanqtyst, many people find
recognition in other peoples' approval--nol from internal gools. In fobs requiring high ifiner
direckidness, people may become deeply twstrated. LaBlers views were cited in the
"Successl" U.S News World Report story.

"in Search 'of Ibtoillsonoss quotes Roy Kroc, McDonald's former chairman: "A well-run
restaurant is like a winning baseball team, It makes the most dowrycrew member's Icilent and
takes advantage of every split-second opportunity to speed up service... emphasize the
Importance of details. You must perfect every fundamental of your business If you expect It to
perform well."

41 Siegel in Sales: The Fast Track for Women, "Nobody can soli to another person without first
having confidence In his or her ability to sell.... You must be able to assert yourself Ina posttive
way and be aggresstve enough to ask for the order."
. "AT &T, for example, invested $25,000 per position in high-technology equipment, permitting
blind persons to operate long-distance telephone switching equipment. Such Investments are
rare in operations such as loundromats and fast-food stores.

"Robert W. Mann, "From Concept to Commercial Use: A History of Aids for the Visually
Impaired," in Technology for Independent Living, Kurzweil has also written extensively on his
own work. See, for example, 'The Kurzweil Reading MachineA Technical Overview,"
available from the American Association for the Advantement of Science (HAAS).
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